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This small cemetery is part of the private residential property located at 474 Park Street. Bounded by a low stone
wall, the cemetery consists only of ground cover and a white marble "flat" obelisk, mounted on two granite plinths.
Two opposite sides of the obelisk list names and dates, although it is not apparent if there is any connection between
the two sides, since the family names and eras differ.
The cemetery is surrounded by tall trees, mainly evergreen, and still presents a forest dell-like setting, despite the post
World War II suburban development
of the neighborhood.
The relatively small amount of sunlight that reaches the
stone has allowed some lichenous growth to spread on the stone, although not yet disfiguring.
The stone appears to
be in relatively stable condition, with a few cracks, also apparently stable.
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According to the current owner of this property, the cemetery was originally part of the property now numbered 471 Park
Street. Further research is needed to determine the connection between the original owner and the deceased who are
memorialized
on the obelisk. There is also the possibility that remains from other burial places were consolidated here, a
common practice in the nineteenth century (due to various reasons, from land development
to attempts to keep family
members together in the afterlife), a possibility that might explain the apparently unconnected
family names and range of
death dates.
: side of the obelisk memorializes
Lydia Forster (d. 1821, aged 58), her son Nathan Forster Jr. (d. 1824, aged 35), and
husband Nathan Forster (d. 1827, aged 73). The other side of the obelisk memorializes
Azubah Frie (d. 1847, aged
80), James Travis (d. 1860, aged 59), Nathaniel Travis (son of James"), who died fighting in the Civil War "while in the
service of his country" (d. 1861, aged 30), and the wife of James Travis (and possibly mother of Nathaniel) Nancy Travis
(d. 1874, aged 78). Azuba hie or Frye, James Travis, Nathaniel Travis and Nancy Travis were all residents of 471
Park Street (see Mllc Form __ ). Azuba was the daughter of Joseph Frye who bought 471 Park Street in 1765.
Her father. who was a surveyor and farmer had lived on what is now Upton Avenue prior to his move to Park
Street (See 11 Upton A venue, MIle Area Form __ ). Azuba's mother continued to live at 471 Park Street until
at least the mid 1790s. The Travis family inherited 471 Park Street upon Azuba Frye's death in 1847. Nancy
Travis was Azuba's niece and care giver.
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